English
Bridgestone TBR Web Survey Competition - Terms and Conditions
Summary
The present Terms apply when you participate in the “Web Survey” competition. It is
possible to enter this Competition via our website http://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-andbus/ .
To enter the Competition, Entrants must be at least 18 years of age at the time of
participating and a resident of France, Germany, Poland, Spain or the UK. No purchase is
required. The Winners will be the eligible Entrants who have (i) participated in the Web
Survey, and (ii) given the closest answer for the elimination question. The Winners shall
receive an Apple iPad Mini 2 wifi 16GB worth €299.
Please read these Terms carefully before participating in the Competition.

Article 1 – Definitions
1.1. Competition: the “Web Survey” Competition as described in further detail in Article 3.
1.2. Website: . It is possible to enter this Competition via one of the following websites






http://www.bridgestone.co.uk/truck-and-bus/
http://www.bridgestone.de/lkw-und-busse/
http://www.bridgestone.pl/ciezarowe-i-autobusowe/
http://www.bridgestone.fr/poids-lourds/
http://www.bridgestone.es/camion-y-autobus/

1.3. Competition Period: the period during which the Entrant can participate in the
Competition, being from the Opening Date to the Closing Date.
 Opening Date: the date from which Entrants can participate in the Web
Survey, being the 28th of March 2016.
 Closing Date: the closing date for receipt of entries to the Web Survey, which
is 20th of April 2016, at 11.59pm
1.4. Entrant: a person who participates in the Competition and is entitled to do so based
on Article 2 of the Terms.
1.5. Prizes: The winner will receive an Apple iPad Mini 2 wifi 16GB worth €299.
1.6. Promoter: Bridgestone Europe NV, having its registered offices at Kleine Kloosterstraat
10, 1932 Zaventem (Belgium), with company number 0441.192.820, being the
organizer of the Competition.
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1.7. Terms: these terms and conditions that apply to the Competition announced by the
Promoter on the Website referred to in Article 1.2
1.8. Winner(s): the Entrants winning the Prize as determined in accordance with Article
3.1.
Article 2 – Eligibility to Participate
2.1

The Competition is open to residents of France, Germany, Poland, Spain and the UK
who are aged 18 or over at the time of entry.

2.2

This Competition is not open to employees (or their immediate families) of the
Promoter or any company affiliated with the Promoter, nor to any persons directly or
indirectly involved with the organization of the Competition or the Prize (or supply
thereof).

2.3

Only entries from individuals in their personal capacity will be accepted; any other
entries including entries from agents, organized groups or entries automatically
generated by computer will not be accepted.

2.4

To enter, the Entrant must go to the Website. To qualify for entry into the
Competition, Entrants must take part in the Survey, answer the elimination question,
and fully complete the mandatory fields of the entry form.

2.5

Entries can only be submitted online on the website and cannot be sent via post.

2.6

Registration to the Competition is free of charge, which means it does not require any
purchase or other cost by the Entrant on top of costs already borne, e.g. for internet
connection.

2.7

When registering to enter the Competition, Entrants may opt in to receiving marketing
material from the Promoter. If the Entrant opts in to receiving such material, the
Entrant consents to their registration details being added to the Promoter’s mailing
list, and they may receive newsletters from the Promoter via email. Entrants can leave
the mailing list at any time by following the simple ‘unsubscribe’ instructions included
on the communication.

2.8

The Terms, the Privacy Policy and the Cookies Policy can be consulted on the Website.

2.9

The Promoter reserves the right to exclude Entrants who use incomplete or fake
addresses or names, and to exclude entries from Entrants who abuse, manipulate,
circumvent or attempt to manipulate or circumvent the Terms or commit any kind of
fraud.
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2.10 Entrants can only participate in the Competition during the Competition Period and in
the manner as described in these terms.
2.11 Only one entry per Entrant is permitted.
2.12 To be able to participate, the Entrant needs to have access to a high-speed internet
connection from a computer, smartphone or other terminal device.
Article 3 – Winners
3.1

The winners will receive an Apple iPad Mini 2 wifi 16GB worth €299

3.2

The Winners will be the eligible Entrants who have (i) participated in the Web Survey,
and (ii) given the closest answer for the elimination question. The Winners shall
receive an Apple iPad Mini 2 wifi 16GB worth €299.

3.3

The Winners will be determined within 20 working days after the closing date of the
Survey. The determination of the Winners cannot be appealed.

3.4

The Prizes are strictly personal and non-exchangeable for money, goods and/or
services. The Ultimate Prize is not transferable without the prior written consent of the
Promoter.

3.5

In the unlikely event that any of the Prizes are not available for any reason, the
Promoter reserves the right to substitute the non-available Prize for a similar prize of
an equal or greater value at any time.

3.6

The winner will receive, at the latest within a month of the end of the Competition
Period, a message by e-mail, informing him/her that he or she has won one of the
Prizes.

3.7

If a Winner does not claim his or her Prize within 3 days from the date on which the
winner notification e-mail was sent, by replying to the notification e-mail stating his
full postal address, the Promoter reserves the right to select a new Winner for the
Prize in accordance with the procedure as set out in Article 3.1 and 3.2 .
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Article 4 – Exclusion of liability
4.1 The Promoter, its employees, its contractual parties or other involved third parties will
not, except in case of intentional or gross negligence and only for personal injury or
death or with regard to the Promoter’s essential contractual obligations, be responsible
for any damage caused by the (making available and/or use of the) Prizes or
participation in the Competition.

4.2

The Promoter, its employees, its contractual parties or other involved third parties will
not be responsible for any lost, late, incomplete or corrupted entries from Entrants
which result from events beyond the control of the Promoter, such as disturbances of
any kind with regard to the software, terminal device of the Entrant, his or her
network, internet connection, etc.

4.3

The Promoter does not provide any guarantee in relation to the Prizes that are made
available and shall not be liable in this regard (except in case of intentional or gross
negligence). The Promoter is not liable for any defaults in the Prizes, for instance if a
Prize is made available or received later than announced or if the (replacement) Prize
differs from the Prize that was initially proposed.

4.4

Some jurisdictions do not allow for the exclusion or limitation of liability in or under
some or all of the situations or conditions referred to above. In such jurisdictions, the
Promoter’s liability shall be limited to the maximum extent as permitted by law.

4.5

Any and all taxes to be paid under the Entrant’s local or other law on the whole or part
of the value of the Prize shall be borne by the Entrant and can in no way be claimed
from the Promoter.

Article 5 – Privacy
All personal data obtained by the Promoter in the context of the Competition will be treated
as being strictly confidential and in full conformity with the privacy policy
(www.bridgestone.eu/privacy-policy) and applicable privacy laws. For the purposes of the
Belgian law implementing European Directive 95/46/EC, the data controller is Bridgestone
Europe NV/SA. Information provided by Entrants will be used for the administration and
management of the Competition. By accepting the Terms, the Entrant agrees to their
personal information being used in this way, and acknowledges that they have read and
fully agree with the privacy policy of the Promoter.
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Article 6 - Complaints
6.1

For complaints, questions and/or remarks, the Promoter’s customer service can be
reached via:
-

6.2

telephone: 0032(0)2 714 6700 (NOTE: international calling charges may
apply!)
e-mail: bseu.feedback@bridgestone.eu

In the event of any dispute regarding the conduct of the Competition and all matters
relating to the Competition, the decision of the Promoter is final and binding and no
correspondence or discussions will be entered into.

Article 7 – Miscellaneous
7.1

The Promoter reserves the right to (i) amend or extend the Competition and the
Closing Date if it deems appropriate and without notice; (ii) change the Terms at its
discretion for any reason, and (iii) withdraw the Competition where it is necessary due
to circumstances outside the Promoter’s control.

7.2

All entries will become the property of the Promoter upon submission, including all
intellectual property rights in the entry. Entrants agree to irrevocably and
unconditionally waive any and all moral and other rights vesting in their entry and
warrant that they have all rights necessary to grant the rights provided for in these
Terms.

7.3

Any matter or subject not covered by these Terms shall be exclusively determined by
the Promoter.

7.4

If a court or any other competent authority finds that any of the Terms (or any part of
any term) is invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that term or part of that term shall, to
the extent required, be deemed deleted, and the validity and enforceability of the
other Terms shall not be affected.

7.5

Belgian law applies to these Terms.

7.6

Any dispute relating to the Competition or these Terms will be subject to the
exclusive jurisdiction of the competent Belgian courts, but only after the Promoter and
the Entrant have first attempted to resolve their dispute amicably.
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